QUANTA or UNIVERSAL LAW
Quanta or universal or cosmic laws and principles explain how quantum
particles operate and how to remain compassionate all of the time.
Quantum law of CONSCIOUSNESS is the laws of quantum particles.
Human consciousness is in a quantum state and is a stream of consciousness
spanning many dimensions, realities and resonances. The resonance of the
thoughts the soul holds, reflect the resonance the soul exists in.
Higher brainwave states of consciousness and their resonances are found
in your imagination and sensory perceptions, while dreaming or meditating or
enjoying yourself. They are translucent or filmy creations made by quanta from
your thoughts. Communicating telepathically with other soul essences and the
invisible realm.
You exist in your Astral Body, Light Body or Quanta Consciousness.
Human biology is an earth ship, the same way the majority of Spacecraft are,
large sentient computers responding to the soul's state of consciousness.
Portals, corridors, vortexes, voids and wormholes are all STREAMS of
consciousness moving into another state of consciousness or inter-dimension.
Quantum law of AWARENESS is that YOU need to consciously choose
the reality you want to exist in, the quantum field of compassionate thought or the
limited, quarantined reality of freewill found only in the third and lower fourth
dimension.
Science, physics and spirituality are one and the same. The FREEWILL or
FREEDOM you have is to think what you want to think. BUT you are also forced
to own the resonance that your thoughts carry.
Quantum principle of SILENCE is being aware and fully present. Observe
know and allow with silence and nonresistance.
Quantum law of ALLOWING is you stop trying to get others to adopt your
reality, beliefs, and resonance or carry your pain and suffering. Allowing grants
each individual the right to have their own reality and resonance and to BE and
DO whatever they choose. Violating the rights and choices of others or
destroying any part of the collective environment, drops you out of compassion
and into a lower resonance.
Law of allowing in the light quantum field ONLY has high consciousness;
all thoughts are compassionate and allow.
Law of allowing in the dark bandwidth, you try to avoid interacting with
Dark Ones, especially dark family members. When Dark Ones cross boundaries
or boarders you and others have, stand in your truth and keep your
electromagnetic field closed to them. Be firm, use nonviolence and expose lies
and distortions. YOU CANNOT FIX Dark Ones or their agendas, they need to do
that for themself, just like you need to do it for yourself.
Patience is putting the law of allowing into practice. Allowing things,
people and events to unfold in their own manner. Patience is needed because
humans are not generally aware of, or choose NOT to consider or care about, all

the other factors in play. IMPATIENCE is only found in the dark bandwidth and is
a form of force that creates anger, which in turn creates fear and doubt.
Most all the changes happening on earth now are PROCESSES that take
years or decades to complete. PATIENCE is the capacity to accept or tolerate
delay or suffering until it gets better. IDEALLY patience arises naturally when
your choice, is to enjoy YOU and what you are doing. Change your point of
perception to enjoy your daily chores OR change what you do.
QUANTA, UNIVERSAL or COSMIC LAWS or TRUTHS are NEUTRAL
statements explaining how and why quanta work as they do in the universe or
quantum field. In the quantum field all are equal, there is no SURRENDERING or
submitting to any authority other than your own ability to decide, create and uncreate within the quanta energy flow of compassion and equality.
Anything less than giving and receiving compassion drops your individual
consciousness and resonance, into the very limited thoughts and quarantined
thinking found in the dark bandwidth of unconsciousness and negative thought
patterns.
Our soul essence is our conscious awareness, and acceptance of what is
true. Owning what your thoughts create for you, gives you the choice to move
into compassion and a higher resonance to release tension and stress. You can
literally release your pockets of density, through the skin, a runny nose or eyes,
or out the digestive tract. Since we are all wired a bit differently, each one
experiences release in their own way, at their own pace.
Your consciousness thinks and decides continuously.
Quantum principle of THOUGHT is that quantum particles organize
themself around your thought to create it. Seek or wonder about something and it
gets manifested. The thoughts you hold are YOUR point of perception and the
reality you continuously create.
Stop giving a thought your attention and it dissipates.
Each THOUGHT, "a consciousness has," becomes an individual entity or
image with color, shape, smell and vibration, animated with your personal moral
character, resonance and signature frequency.
Quantum principle of RELATIVITY is that what you view and understand
from YOUR particular, personal viewpoint is true for you. That point of perception
is RELATIVE and accurate to the viewer’s point of perception.
If you think you are "dumb and slow" that is your RELATIVE truth.
Your thoughts create YOUR NOW for you alone.
If you think "THEM" is NOT a part of "US" and they need to die that is your
relative truth. Your thoughts have created YOUR NOW for you alone, because
that is not a quantum law or compassionate.
THE QUANTUM FIELD and quanta JUST ARE. There is no time or space
or place or unknowns or secrets. Quanta is plural and quantum is singular, the
Latin word for amount meaning the smallest possible discrete unit, of any
physical property, such as energy or matter. Quantum or particle physics deals
with the properties, relationships, and interactions of subatomic particles or

quanta, not visible to the naked eye. At the quantum level, matter and energy
behave VERY differently from Newtonian mechanics and physicality. The
scientific laws and principles of quanta also describe human consciousness.
Quantum behavior is the organizing principle of the light universe or light
bandwidth. It’s SENTIENT and NEUTRAL, having NO agenda, attachments, and
judgment, blame or punishment.
BECAUSE when you remain in the light - you remain compassionate. You
are always kind to the self and others. You are always conscious and aware.
Remaining in the light - you are responsible for your thoughts.
Remaining in the light - there is no physical biology to maintain.
Quantum particles are always in motion and therefor make sound, each
has a particular resonance. Quanta think, evolve, are self-directed and know
what each other know. Your consciousness and signature frequency has sound,
a resonance and a wide variety of frequencies and vibrations. Quanta work
cooperatively together and can transfer information from one end of the universe
to the other end, in "subspace," at least 10,000 times faster than light. Without
being diminished.
Form a question and there is an answer, even multiple answers.
Predictions are not magic or fortune telling in the field, when you read the field.
There is no "known" future; there are strong potentials or probabilities when you
know what is already happening in the quantum field.
The "dark bandwidth" is NOT part of the quantum field, because the
quanta spin has slowed so much, it gathered matter, solidified and is no longer
compassionate. Its resonance and life force is WEAK.
Quantum laws of ATTRACTION, ALLOWING and ENTRAINMENT work
together all of the time, they support and reinforce any feedback loop you exist in
and help maintain with your thoughts. When you are confused and in denial you
can easily continue a dark cycle. When what comes out of your mouth is not
backed up with what you think and feel, YOU create confusion and stagnation for
YOU ALONE. The invisible realm or quantum field, your soul conglomerate and
other light ones, read the truth in your aura, DNA or energy field. You are the
only one that just might not understand YOUR denials or self-deceptions.
The dark power structure that was in control of earth creating and
supporting dark agendas is no longer functioning as a united organized front.
BUT there are still many small pockets of darkness and individuals that are
"melting down," acting out, clinging to their biology and still very dangerous to
interact with. Avoid being their collateral damage; ANY engagement is entraining
with them and lowering your resonance.
FIXING anyone or their issues to please you, is not allowing. Accept and
allow that some family, friends, leaders and politicians that previously carried
some light are choosing fear, confusion, signs and symptoms of mental illness.
Centuries of corrupt systems are crumbling.
Always allow others their choices, BUT when they cross boundaries or
boarders you and others have to stand in your truth and keep your

electromagnetic field closed to the dark. Be firm, expose lies and distortions and
use nonviolence to protest.
The law of attraction pulls thoughts with similar vibrations and resonance
together. The quantum law of entrainment holds "like thoughts" together. An
energy field dark or light REINFORCES your energy patterns or thoughts
creating a feedback loop that your thoughts or your state of consciousness exists
in until you ACTIVELY, consciously choose to change your thoughts and their
resonance.
When you have released your pockets of density, your energy and
consciousness are free flowing and aligned with compassion. Your carbon based
biology has been moving into a crystalline state, beyond all the carbon based
issues and handicaps the Dark Ones are continuously challenging the biology
with.
Quantum law of PERCEPTION is, in order to PERCEIVE a thought,
resonance, vibration or reality you must MATCH its resonance with your
resonance.
The ENTIRE range of electromagnetic radiation or light, or quantum
particles can only be seen or perceived when you are in a state of compassion.
Darkness is the absence of compassion UN-consciousness, and ignorance.
You are NOT anyone's keeper or responsible for anyone's choices or
satisfying their neediness. You do not exist to serve or worship anyone or
anything. There is no way to do for another, what they need to do for the self.
Praying for peace is GIFTING, "I mean forcing," your agenda on those that
may not want peace. Can you stop gifting people with things and feelings YOU
want to give and they may not want and haven't asked for?
Quantum principle of ENTHUSIASM is that new thoughts generate
enthusiasm. New thoughts are ALWAYS showing up to challenge old beliefs and
perceptions. New thoughts or information mostly come from within you BUT can
come from most anyplace. The law of attraction provides you with vibrational
matches.
Quantum principle of PERPETUAL TRANSMUTATION of resonance or
consciousness, says all sentient beings can change their resonance or state of
consciousness continuously.
Those that are awake and aware know, how third dimensional daily life
can be influenced by their fourth dimension artistic moments, creations, dreams
or during sleep. When the human soul essence allows the self to remain in
continuous contact with its soul conglomerate or aspects of itself in the light it
calms the fears and worries humans have existing with the lower frequency
energy fields of the Dark Ones. Keep expanding your knowledge, guidance and
support from your higher stream of consciousness. Your soul can help you start
thinking and feeling compassionately again. You can choose to stop crippling a
"significant other" by keeping them tethered and dependent on their relationship
with you. Allow both of you to stop sacrificing, servicing, compromising or
competing in order to maintain a relationship with each other. You claiming

compassion for you will allow others to do the same. You will also be an example
of "HOW TO" be responsible for the self.
LAW of ATTRACTION
Quantum law of ATTRACTION electromagnetically pulls together "like
resonances" or similar thoughts and vibrations together. You get what you
emanate. What comes to you CLEARLY reflects your thinking.
You can't change or heal what you are NOT consciously aware of. The
one(s) and information you attract to you, reflect your BELIEFS about who and
what you are. Self-pity, fear, worry, self-sacrifice, feeling victimized or wounded
brings YOU more of the same energy field to enjoy.
When your perception is that others do not "allow you," you are most
likely, not allowing them also, in some different creative way. Take the time to
consider whom you are not allowing and consequently causing them to cater to
your neediness or pathology.
Before trying to confront, comfort, heal or FIX what you consider an
"issue" in YOU, him, her or it, your companion pet or child, notice YOUR thought
patterns first. Punishment and blame NEVER alter behavior, but will put your
SOUL essence's resonance in the low vibration of the one you punish or blame.
Where your attention is, there YOU are.
Quantum principle of COMPENSATION and the law of attraction both say
that we receive “like energy” to the energy we emanate and share. We attract
and are attracted to realities, people, diseases, difficulties, animals, planets and
activities that vibrate to our current signature frequency.
Quantum principle of PROSPERITY is that you prosper in direct
proportion to your ability to receive and enjoy being prosperous. Prosperity is
DENIED to you in direct proportion to you feeling guilty, not worthy, hostile or
envious for witnessing another's prosperity or your own prosperity.
Maintaining a prosperous compassionate attitude even in states of poverty
or what you consider lack, is what moves you into prosperity and triggers the law
of attraction to bring you more of what you have created already.
Quantum principle of UNCONSCIOUS MIND or BRAIN is that it is ONLY
used for this lifetime and this biology. It is unable to distinguish FACT from
FICTION or truth from deception or a "setup" because it is unconscious.
Only being conscious and aware enables you to decide, choose and
change your thoughts and perceptions. Resonances of fifth dimensional
experiences are too high and rapid for a third dimensional brain’s neural patterns
to capture, file, and maintain. The mind in your aura has those experiences when
you move into higher brainwave states to remember them. Start by deeply
relaxing, feel your shoulders drop naturally, allowing your head to rest and heart
or compassion to be your point of perception.
Quantum principle of REALITY or ACTUALITY is that any measurable
things like an idea; object, event or entity that can be seen, heard or felt becomes
an object having REALITY or mass. BUT does not need to exist in material form,
to be considered real.

The human consciousness is the creator, programmer and the one
experiencing the reality we continuously create with our thoughts consciously or
unconsciously. What you do NOT want to see or own is still present, BUT you
may not be looking for it, so you don't SEE it. Therefore, you do not find it. You
choose the reality that you want to see, perceive and exist in. SEEING is about
what you choose to perceive in a quantum field that includes ALL THERE IS.
Quantum principle of EXPANSION or INCLUSION is never ends as long
as there is more to be included in the definition or description. We are all that
THERE IS and all that can be. To exclude limits you and your options.
Expansion can also mean resurrection or ascension.
A compassionate person is seen and felt as safe, they are balanced
they're not going to hurt or compete with you, be unkind or insensitive.
Compassion listens to you, because it sees beyond judgment, blame,
punishment and differences.
Quantum principle of CAUSE and EFFECT or RECIPROCAL ACTION is
nothing happens by chance or outside of quantum rules and regulations. The fact
that you cannot identify a cause or effect is IRRELEVANT. For every action there
is a reaction or consequence someplace.
RECIPROCAL means given, felt, or done in return. Binding two parties
equally to an agreement or obligation, mutual action or relationship. BUT in the
dark bandwidth "the effect" may take so long to happen, you might not live long
enough to see it happen in one lifetime. "Cause and effect' and karmic
rebalancing of energy happens immediately in the light bandwidth.
KARMIC ENERGY is only found in the lower vibrations of UNBALANCED
energy, the dark bandwidth of cause and effect, trying to rebalance itself. Those
incarnated on earth for the first time, do not have karma because the new souls
are from the light bandwidth and are IN SYNC with their soul conglomerate.
FEELING ENTITLED to wound others intentionally or desiring to WOUND
another because YOU DECIDED to feel wounded, ignored or not appreciated by
them. Hold you in dark unconsciousness. Enabling others or allowing others to
service and please you will maintain your feedback loop of violating each other’s
freewill and not allowing.
Quantum principle of HAPPINESS is the way you feel about WHO you
are, what you do, and what you have manifested, creates your happiness for
you. Not your title or the role you play, what you own or whom you control with
guilt and blame or what human law you follow.
Quantum principle of GRACE would indicate there was judgment in the
light bandwidth and there isn't. Quanta just ARE. You create your own grace with
your compassionate point of perception and thought patterns.
You are your creator and the giver of grace for you!
In higher brainwave states, injuries and wounds you have sustained or
caused can be healed or released from within you. Lies you have followed,
mistakes you have made and hardships you have endured. YOU can decide that
feedback loop is completed and release the emotion they carried for you.

Dr. Bruce H. Lipton, PhD discovered, our DNA scans our environment for
frequencies that match our beliefs. This is the Law of Attraction in operation.
Then our DNA changes its structure to match what we choose to perceive and
resonate with.
Quantum law of VIBRATION / RESONANCE is predictable and can be
measured, calculated and understood. Each resonance has a unique color,
sound and smell. Each resonance has event sites with themes or purposes. You
interact in real time with any resonance your thought patterns can match.
All mantras, rituals, prayer, affirmations, ceremonies, traditions are
MINDLESS, unconsciousness or dissociation that always has an AGENDA of
NOT allowing someone or something. Words and phrases used in a singsong
manner produce changes in your resonance chemically, emotionally and
perceptually. Singsong chanting shuts down your consciousness putting you into
pastime, obedience and a state of begging.
Our handlers gave humanity, THE memories, lies, rituals, and traditions
that trapped them into their dark resonance and desire to control humanity the
way they were controlled and many continue to be controlled.
You frequently can't observe the feedback loop of victim predator in one
short lifetime because the biology is only viable for a short time. While the soul
essence that is connected to your stream of consciousness is eternal.
Quantum law of BALANCE is that it maintains order, peace and harmony
in the quantum field.
Incomplete or partial thoughts, misdirection and lies by Dark Ones create
rather loud static that leads to chaos, doubt and worry in humanities thought
process. Static blocks the clear channel Light One’s are emanating making
compassionate truths unclear, unintelligible or purposely distorted and
unbalanced. BUT inside, especially the smallest child, knows when they are not
being compassionate.
Quantum law of PROJECTION or EMANATION is that your point of
perception is the reality or personal STORY you hold to be your truth. YOUR
thoughts, emanating from you, manifest in your external reality for you to SEE
with clarity what your thoughts are and how they feel.
Your creations are meant for YOUR electromagnetic energy field. As soon
as you cross into another's energy field to assist them in doing it YOUR WAY you
are manipulating or forcing your agenda. Fairness or the "right way" is not a
concept in the fifth dimension and higher brainwave states, because if you do not
plan on assigning blame, penalties or punishment what does it matter if it is fair
and there is NO "right way."
Quantum law of FLUIDITY says life is best when experienced as a fluid
substance and not as a rigid solid. Life, the quantum field, has no fixed shape; it
yields easily to external pressure. The way water runs, no faster or slower than is
called for and seeks its own level. Its flow is even, unforced and fluid, staying in
the now moment without hurry or standing still.
When you experience resistance and frustration you have moved out of
the flow. Take time to consider how to redirect yourself back into the flow.

Quantum law of ENTRAINMENT requires two or more frequencies,
resonances, realities or thoughts existing in the same space MUST combine to
create a SINGLE resonance. That applies to all sentient beings, humans, planets
and universes.
Law of Entrainment is falling into sync with the resonate frequency you
attract and have entrained with. The frequencies blend to form ONE resonance.
One resonance becomes a self-perpetuating feedback loop. This is how humans
create their own individual reality and feedback loop of thoughts. This is a how
“like minded” group; families, tribes, countries or planets get formed.
Quantum principle of RECONCILLIATION is seeking what is common and
similar to you and all others allow different qualities to get unified into similarities
to diminish differences, which decreases conflict.
Polarities, opposites move into the center point of balance. Examples of
combining two or more to make a single resonance: on a scale of 1 to 10. If you
are at 2 and the other is at 8 you will vibrate at 5 together. Unless one vibration is
overpowering then it will pull the other to their level. That way both would be at 2
or 8 or possibly 3 or 7.
Another mathematical example to explain entrainment is to use a number
line with zero at the center and positive numbers on one side and negative
numbers on the other side of the number line. A darkness of –3 would need at
least a + 3 to neutralize the darkness or to REMIND the dark it comes from the
light. It will take more than + 3 to increase the resonance to + 4 or + 5.
As long as YOU WANT something, ANYTHING from another you ARE
ENGAGED, entrained with them in a low resonance, maintaining a victim
predator feedback loop. A feedback loop of what you want AND their resistance
to your neediness. "Your prey" senses your energy field. Even if one of you has
the illusion of "a win," what have you won? You are the only one having the
authority to DECIDE that this feedback loop is complete and over for you.
Disengaging mentally, psychically, physically and emotionally ends that feedback
loop or cycle.
There are 5,000 Earth-like planets in this Galaxy, and all of them are at
various stages of evolving into compassion to reunite with the quantum field.
They are all supporting each other to increase their states of consciousness or
resonance. At the bottom of consciousness in the family of planets, is Gaia, who
allowed humanity and the planet, to experiment with the polarities of light and
dark. Dark Ones got extremely unconscious, insensitive and cruel.
Those still choosing to avoid compassionate thought patters, are
entrained, "bar coded" and ready to join another lower fourth dimension reality.
"Back in the day," Dark Ones or the Lost Ones, came to Gaia when their home
planet evolved into the quantum field of light and their low frequency or
resonance, dropped they out. When Dark Ones display what might pass for
sensitivity, it is generally a "con," or a "setup," there is an agenda, hidden or not
so hidden. They seek power or control or a desire to force others because they
hold the illusion that they are "greater than" or "better than" or "smarter than"
another or others.

Quantum principle of HARMONY and AGREEMENT says efforts to
manipulate, trick, coerce, compromise or force harmony and agreement is an
agenda that disrupts areas of harmony already established.
When children or people are getting along well, allow that without your
neediness for attention, conflict or chaos disrupt them.
CONFLICTS and deep listening, do clarify AGENDAS.
CONFLICTS are designed to eventually manifest harmony. Between
hostile enemies there is always some small area of agreement that can be
increased.
Fifth dimension and beyond is a culture of compassionate equals.
Quantum law of AUTHORITY says the one aware, worthy and capable of
accepting responsibility for an act has the authority to act.
That would be YOU acting or not acting on your behalf. You are the only
one having the authority to change YOUR perceptions and your state of
consciousness. Your perception is your reality and how you respond to what you
tell yourself is true.
Quantum principle of LIABILITY says YOU are responsible and
answerable for your use, abuse or neglect of the rights you have and the rights
you have earned. You are always responsible for the thoughts you hold and the
resonance they carry.
Receiving what you enjoy or fail to enjoy is NEVER LUCK, it is your
ignorance of all the other factors in play. Notice if your state of consciousness
attracted a gift or blessing, an option to reconsider or something neutral that does
not really concern you? Have you attracted one last test, to test your resolve
about a new perception? It is not what happens, it is what you choose to THINK
and do, about what happens that is significant.
Quantum law of RESPONSIBILITY is that you respond to a need, WHEN
you have the ability and wisdom to respond to that need without having an
agenda.
Without energy feeding cords or dark contracts or agreements of sacrifice,
incurring debt or compromising your physical health. Only without an agenda do
all members receive energy, because you are synergistically creating more
wisdom and compassion together.
Engagement with dark energy fields or Dark Ones in anyway always
creates competition. In order to compete you OPEN your electromagnetic field or
aura into a dark energy field. Where energy gets siphoned, exchanged and
entrained. When you get wounded ONCE again, you become the "drama queen"
claim foul, and choose to believe you have been victimized. You are in denial
about YOUR CHOICE to enter a competition.
Standing in your truth is not a competition, if you don't make it one.
As long as YOU WANT what you think you are OWED, like vengeance,
punishment, getting even, out smarting, watching them suffer, getting their "love"
acceptance or money, proving them wrong or right, blaming or judging them
YOUR electromagnetic grid or aura surrounding your body will be OPEN for them
and other darkness to siphon your energy and share their darkness.

YOU VIOLATE the rights of others when you are NICE to them and
EXPECT them to be nice to you. They owe you nothing! Your resistance to
"allowing" creates friction, upset and frustration for you alone. Self-sacrifice IS,
not allowing, you are NOT anyone's keeper or responsible for anyone's choices.
You do not exist to serve or worship anyone or anything. There is no way to do
for another, what they need to do for the self.
Quantum law of PENETRATION or deep listening or mindfulness says
that anything that is seen with great quality of attention and knowing creates
compassion.
Secrets and withholds are only found in the dark bandwidth or resonance.
When you take the time to solicit the thought process, YOU and others have, you
create awareness and compassion. The very act of penetration or deep listening
or mindfulness OPENS UP your electromagnetic energy field to receive and give
each other the resonance of your consciousness. That creates a synergy
between you. Engaging this way CHANGES both of your energy signatures,
during the time you are engaged with each other.
Dark Ones opening up their electromagnetic energy field to each OTHER
result in using each other and energy feeding, they share their lies, pretty stories,
disinformation, denial and abuses. Dark on dark LACKS sensation, SINCERITY
and penetrates NOTHING all avoid moral culpability. They experience the
mechanics of an interaction without sensing or feeling it. The only investment is
what they can TAKE from each other. That is how the dissociated and addicted
UN-consciousness exists. They are endlessly handled and triggered to complete
habitual acts that serve their current internal or external handlers and predators.
Spouses and children of "enforcers" abusers and predators frequently
protect and enable their abuser. Both reside in the low resonance of self hate
and codependency. The victimizer believes that no one could REALLY care
about them unless they were forced to have contact with them. The victim
believes they don’t deserve anything better or more compassionate because they
think they are worthless and need judging, blaming and punishment. Dark Ones
withhold compassion from the self and others.
When you can't perceive the darkness in some of your thought patterns.
YOU cannot perceive the darkness and illusions in other's thoughts and
resonance.
Quantum principle of SECURITY is that you can express in a manner that
allows your best performance without infringing on the expression of any other's
expressing their best performance.
Quantum principle of PRIVACY means every person is entitled to the right
of privacy and others can’t infringe, read minds or question their motives without
their consent.
In the light bandwidth or quantum field there are no secrets, you can know
the answer to any question you can form. The quanta principle of PRIVACY is
WHY the invisible realm needs to be INVITED into your space and spoken to “out
loud.” Out loud means you have given consent for another to know your
thoughts. This is why you need to give a SHOUT OUT to anyone's soul essence
you want to commune with that has a biology or not. Use their name or job

description. Speaking aloud makes what you say, concrete or manifested in this
physical reality.
YOUR POVERTY
Your DEBT and your DEMANDING mean, you have chosen NOT to do it
for yourself.
Quantum law of POVERTY is, to the degree you WITHHOLD YOUR
energy and resources to be compassionate and responsible for the self, YOU
create poverty for you and anyone dependent on you. When you unfairly claim
the energies and resources of others and squander them, you unbalance all of
you. Your lack of ethical behavior, demanding and debt create a stressful,
negative feedback loop.
Another CANNOT create FOR you what you need or want.
Your poverty manifests itself, when you are productive and FAIL to take
your proper reward, energy or money in a suitable manner. Because you believe
YOU are unworthy or you are "fake humble" or "pretend pious" or incapable of
owning what you created.
SQUANDERING is wasting something like your energy in a reckless or
foolish manner. Squandering is allowing an opportunity to pass you by. When
someone ALLOWS you to squander what they create, they reside in the same
resonance of poverty you are in. Financial, physical, emotional or energetic debt
or demanding reflects with CLARITY how you feel and THINK about you. YOUR
debt makes other's CARRY you, while both of you play a fake game of caring
and control of each other. Are you spending more than you earn, to create an
illusion of self worth?
MONEY was artificially created by our handlers as a symbol or metaphor
for ENERGY: that is stored, borrowed, earned, spent, owed, claimed or
exchanged and does not exist in higher states of consciousness because there is
no need to force or control each other, because all are equal and all basic needs
are met.
Quantum law of CORRESPONDENCE is “As above, so below” and as
within, so without. The quantum field and its laws of physics are everywhere, but
act differently when quanta spin slows, collects matter and solidifies.
"Correspondences" are similar or equivalent BUT not exactly the same.
The instant a thing becomes physical all manner of "limits" exist and are put upon
it. The biology is only a very limited and primitive container. Compared to the soul
essence that is human consciousness, filmy, flexible, eternal, and can go
anyplace it believes it can and know anything it forms a question about.
Quantum law of MACROCOSM and MICROCOSM is the first law of
infinity. The same patterns (fractals) are reproduced in all levels of the universe
from the largest to the smallest. The whole is equal, more or less to the sum of its
parts depending on the ordering of those parts. In everything that exists there is
within it some part of the whole.
MICROCOSM is a miniature of something larger.

MACROCOSM is the whole of an entire complex structure made up of
MANY quantum particles. Universes expand until all the different realities
intersect. As it reaches that point it continues in the same motion eventually
collapsing in on itself. Reaching zero point energy or a resting state it starts to
expand again.
Quantum superposition says that ALL possible states of an object or
consciousness are possible simultaneously UNTIL, you focus on ONE and then
you create a single possibility in that moment. Every quantum state can be
represented as a sum of two or more other distinct states. A quantum can be in
two places or more at once.
This universe is a 21 trillion year old holograph made up of the collective
consciousness of all within it. Dark Ones, dark thought patterns / consciousness
are quarantined because they stagnate and become mean spirited. Anything with
a higher resonance than itself is not perceived, sensed or seen.
The outermost circles are the highest vibrating and encompass the lower
vibrations or dimensions, illusions or realities. Planets, universes, people and
portals are sentient beings that choose to experience living in the form they adopt
in present time.
Quantum principle of PARADOX recognizes the MOVEMENT of four
principles or laws of energy simultaneously: Causes and Effect, Microcosm and
Macrocosm, Vibration and Inertia. The four have a certain momentum of equal
and opposite reaction all coming together in a COLLISION at a certain point in
their cycles.
A paradox is two swirling portals or frequency trails, merging partially or
overlapping each other to create a new reality or truth or thing, in the area of
overlap. In the light bandwidth there is Over-Lighting or Shadowing or Mind
Melding when auras are overlapped. This is done to share ideas, wisdom and
offer new patterns of thought by the process of inductance. NOT by being an
enabler or handler or predator.
In quantum superposition, simultaneous energy waves spread-out,
sampling all possible routes or hook-ups. Then quanta or your soul conglomerate
or you consciousness focus on one with the highest probability of happening.
On a FLAT two-dimensional plane it is like a stone dropped in a stream
with the ripples moving out. In a CUBE of space, movement occurs in all
directions simultaneously at a certain vibratory rate. Like the ringing of a bell
creating vibrations in all directions. Paradox touches high levels of vibration
(light) and dense levels (dark) of vibration simultaneously making the entire area
appear to be alive. What is said about one level holds true or is UNTRUE for all
the levels.
Computer code is an example of a FLAT two-dimensional plane, it has
zero OR one, it is sequential like everything in the third and many times fourth
dimension matrix. That is why we have physicality, opposites, and sequencing of
time, past, present and future. The dark bandwidth is a flat plane.
Quantum computing has zero AND one at the same time. In quantum
computing a QUANTUM BIT is a unit of quantum information that considers all
possible solutions or answers to a question or problem SIMULTANEOUSLY and

NOT sequentially, it is a cubed space. It pulls the particles it needs to manifest
the consciousness of a person, event or thing as you think about it, all at once.

